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Abstract 

 
This paper includes some basic concepts about Lexical Analysis i.e. how does it Work? Formalizing token definition & 
recognition and other things. Lexical analysis is the first stage or phase in the working of a compiler. It is basically known an 
works as a scanner it uses tokens for it in this paper we have written about it and various things which work in it and various 
terminologies used with the help of examples and some figures explaining the concept of Lexical analysis. 

 

1. Introduction 

The first phase of the compiler is the lexical analyzer, also known as the scanner, which recognizes the basic 
language units, called tokens. The lexical analyzer reads source text and produces tokens, which are the basic lexical 
units of the language. For example, the expression *ptr = 56; contains 10 characters or five tokens: *, ptr, =, 56, and; 
for each token, the lexical analyzer returns its token code and zero or more associated values. The token codes for 
single-character tokens, such as operators and separators, are the characters themselves. Defined constants (with 
values that do not collide with the numeric values of significant characters) are used for the codes of the tokens that 
can consist of one or more characters, such as identifiers and constants. For example, the statement *ptr = 56; yields 
the token stream shown on the left below; the associated values, if there are any, are shown on the right. 
 
'*' 
ID "ptr" symbol-table entry for "ptr" 
'=' 
ICON "56" symbol-table entry for 56 
 
The token codes for the operators * and = are the operators themselves, i.e., the numeric values of * and =, 
respectively, and they do not have associated values. The token code for the identifier ptr is the value of the defined 
constant ID, and the associated values are the saved copy of the identifier string itself, i.e., the string returned by 
stringn, and a symbol-table entry for the identifier, if there is one. Likewise, the integer constant 56 returns ICON, 
and the associated values are the string "56" and a symbol-table entry for the integer constant 56. Keywords, such as 
“for,” are assigned their own token codes, which distinguish them from identifiers. The lexical analyzer also tracks 
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the source coordinates for each token. These coordinates, give the file name, line number, and character index within 
the line of the first character of the token. 
 

Coordinates are used to pinpoint the location of errors and to remember where symbols are defined. The lexical 
analyzer is the only part of the compiler that looks at each character of the source text. It is not unusual for lexical 
analysis to account for half the execution time of a compiler. Hence, speed is important. The lexical analyzer’s main 
activity is moving characters, so minimizing the amount of character movement helps increase speed. This is done 
by dividing the lexical analyzer into two tightly coupled modules. The input module, input.c, reads the input in large 
chunks into a buffer, and the recognition module, lex.c, examines the characters to recognize tokens. 
 
 
1.2. Lexical Analyzer in Perspective 
 

 

 

1.3 Scanning Perspective 

� Purpose 
� Transform a stream of symbols 
� Into a stream of tokens 
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1.4 What Factors Have Influenced the Functional Division of Labor? 
 
Separation of Lexical Analysis from Parsing Presents a Simpler Conceptual Model 

• From a Software Engineering Perspective Division Emphasizes 
� High Cohesion and Low Coupling 
� Implies Well Specified ⇒ Parallel Implementation  

 
Separation Increases Compiler Efficiency (I/O Techniques to Enhance Lexical Analysis) 
 
Separation Promotes Portability. 

• This is critical today, when platforms (OSs and Hardware) are numerous and varied! 
• Emergence of Platform Independence - Java 

 

 
2. Introducing Basic Terminology 
 
What are Major Terms for Lexical Analysis?  
 
2.1 TOKEN 

• A classification for a common set of strings 
• Examples Include Identifier, Integer, Float, Assign, LParen, RParen, etc. 

 
2.2 PATTERN 

• The rules which characterize the set of strings for a token – integers [0-9]+ 
• Recall File and OS Wildcards ([A-Z]*.*) 

 
2.3 LEXEME 

• Actual sequence of characters that matches pattern and is classified by a token 
• Identifiers: x, count, name, etc… 
• Integers: 345, 20 -12, etc. 
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3. Handling Lexical Errors 

• Error Handling is very localized, with Respect  to Input Source  
 

• For example: whil  ( x := 0 ) do  generates no lexical errors in PASCAL 
 

• In what Situations do Errors Occur? 
� Prefix of remaining input doesn’t match any defined token 
� Possible error recovery actions: 

 
• Deleting or Inserting Input Characters 

 
• Replacing or Transposing Characters 
� Or, skip over to next separator to “ignore” problem 

 

 
4. How Does Lexical Analysis Work? 
 

• Question is related to efficiency 
 

• Where is potential performance bottleneck? 
 

• Reconsider slide ASU - 3-2 
 

• 3 Techniques to Address Efficiency :  
� Lexical Analyzer Generator  
� Hand-Code / High Level Language  
� Hand-Code / Assembly Language 

 
• In Each Technique …  
� Who handles efficiency? 
� How is it handled? 

 
 
 
5. Basic Scanning technique 
 

• Use 1 character of look-ahead 
� Obtain char with getc() 

 
• Do a case analysis 
� Based on lookahead char 
� Based on current lexeme 

 
• Outcome 
� If char can extend lexeme, all is well, go on. 
� If char cannot extend lexeme: 
� Figure out what the complete lexeme is and return its token 
� Put the lookahead back into the symbol stream 
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6. Token Definition 
 
Alphabet: Finite set of symbols {0,1}, or {a,b,c}, or {n,m, … , z} 
 
String: Finite sequence of symbols from an alphabet. 0011   or   abbca   or   AABBC … A.K.A.    Word / sentence 
 
If  S  is a string, then  |S| is the length of S, i.e. the number of symbols in the string S. 
∈ :  Empty String, with | ∈ | = 0 
 
EXAMPLES AND OTHER CONCEPTS: 
 
Suppose:  S is the string banana  
 
Prefix:  ban, banana 
Suffix:  ana, banana 
Substring:  nan, ban, ana, banana 
Subsequence: bnan, nn  
 
Proper prefix, suffix, or substring cannot be all of S 
 
7. Token recognition 
 
The function of the lexical analyzer is to take input from the input stream and convert this input into tokens which 
are used by the parser. The lexical analyzer is not aware of different input streams, these are handled by the input 
manager. 
 
Every token has an associated value, this value gives more detail about the token read. For example the token 
TOK_DIGIT has as value the actual digit read (`0', `1', `2', ... `9'). For some tokens there is no meaningful associated 
value: in that case the value equals 0. For example, the token TOK_AND does not need a value, the token is already 
completely determined. 
 
All tokens are defined in the file `tokens.g'. Most tokens that are equivalent to the delimiters and the character 
classes of the Standard. These are:  
 
 

TOK_AND TOK_COM TOK_CRO TOK_DTGC 
TOK_DTGO TOK_DSC TOK_DSO TOK_EE 
TOK_ERO TOK_ETAGO TOK_GRPC TOK_GRPO 
TOK_LIT TOK_LITA TOK_MDC TOK_MDO 
TOK_MINUS TOK_MSC TOK_NET TOK_NONSGML 
TOK_OPT TOK_OR TOK_PERO TOK_PIC 
TOK_PIO TOK_PLUS TOK_RE TOK_REFC 
TOK_REP TOK_RNI TOK_RS TOK_SEQ 
TOK_SHORTREF TOK_SPACE TOK_STAGO TOK_TAGC 
TOK_VI TOK_DIGIT TOK_DATACHAR TOK_DELMCHAR 
TOK_FUNCHAR TOK_LETTER TOK_MSICHAR TOK_MSOCHAR 
TOK_MSSCHAR TOK_NMCHAR TOK_NMSTRT TOK_SEPCHAR 
TOK_SPECIAL    

 
The character class NMCHAR denotes both UCNMCHAR and LCNMCHAR because they always occur together. 
For the same reason NMSTRT denotes both UCNMSTRT and LCNMSTRT and LETTER denotes both 
UC_LETTER and LC_LETTER. However these tokens are not sufficient, there are a few other tokens needed.  
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The MDO delimiter ("<!") is not recognized on its own. The keyword following the MDO delimiter is always 
recognized with it and together they form a single token. In this way the tokens are defined. 
 
 

MDO_ATTLIST MDO_DOCTYPE MDO_ELEMENT 
MDO_ENTITY MDO_LINK MDO_LINKTYPE 
MDO_NOTATION MDO_SHORTREF MDO_SGML 
MDO_USELINK MDO_USEMAP  

 
 
The other delimiters that may follow the MDO delimiter, COM ("--") and MDC (">") and DSO ("["), are also joined 
with the MDO to form a single token. In this way the tokens MDO_COM, MDO_MDC, TOK_MDO_DSO are 
defined. 
The MSC ("]]") and MDC delimiters are also joined and form the token TOK_MSC_MDC. 
To avoid an error in the standard the token TOK_PERODEF is defined, which corresponds to the PERO ("%") 
delimiter when it occurs in a parameter entity declaration. See the description of the function pero() in the lexical 
analyzer. Inside the SGML declaration all keywords are recognized by the lexical analyzer and returned as tokens. 
This defines the tokens: 
 
  

SGML_APPINFO SGML_BASESET SGML_CAPACITY SGML_CHARSET 
SGML_CONCUR SGML_CONTROLS SGML_DATATAG SGML_DELIM 
SGML_DESCSET SGML_DOCUMENT SGML_ENTITY SGML_EXPLICIT 
SGML_FEATURES SGML_FORMAL SGML_FUNCTION SGML_GENERAL 
SGML_IMPLICIT SGML_INSTANCE SGML_LCNMCHAR SGML_LCNMSTRT 
SGML_LINK SGML_MINIMIZE SGML_NAMECASE SGML_NAMES 
SGML_NAMING SGML_NO SGML_NONE SGML_OMITTAG 
SGML_OTHER SGML_PUBLIC SGML_QUANTITY SGML_RANK 
SGML_RE SGML_RS SGML_SCOPE SGML_SHORTREF 
SGML_SHORTTAG SGML_SHUNCHAR SGML_SGMLREF SGML_SIMPLE 
SGML_SPACE SGML_SUBDOC SGML_SWITCHES SGML_SYNTAX 
SGML_UCNMCHAR SGML_UCNMSTRT SGML_UNUSED SGML_YES 

 
 
There is a special token TOK_NOD, which denotes the undefined token. It is returned by various functions when no 
appropriate token can be found. 
T 
he token TOK_CONREF is used when an element occurs with a filled in CONREF attribute. When this occurs, the 
content of the element is empty TOK_CONREF is put into the input stream by the parser to avoid recognition of the 
content of the element. 
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